A two-parameter flow cytometry protocol for the detection and characterization of the clastogenic, cytostatic and cytotoxic activities of chemicals.
Cultured, freshly-isolated rat fibroblasts were exposed in vitro to vincristine sulphate (VC), amethopterin (AM), bleomycin (BL), benomyl (BE) and practolol (PR). Cells treated for 5 h were subjected 24 h later to a two-parameter (DNA/protein) flow cytometry analysis. The fluorochromes used were sulphorhodamin 101 and DAPI. From DNA and protein histograms, alterations in cell-cycle kinetics, variations in the amount of DNA in individual G1-phase cells and the enhancement of or increased variation in the protein content of the exposed cells were determined. Each of the 5 chemicals induced a specific dose-dependent pattern of changes in the DNA and protein histograms. DNA dispersion was enhanced with VC, AM, BL and BE but not with PR. The cell cycle was blocked in the G2 phase with VC, at early S phase with amethopterin and, depending on the dose, at the G1 or G2 phase with bleomycin or at the S phase or G2 phase with benomyl. Practolol inhibited cells slightly in the S phase at the highest exposure level. Protein analysis allows cytotoxic activity (loss of proteins) or induced unbalanced growth (protein accumulation) of test compounds to be recognized. The results obtained imply that the proposed two-parameter DNA/protein analysis by flow cytometry is a suitable method for prospective testing of chemicals for their induction of structural or numerical chromosome aberrations. Simultaneously, a broad range of cytotoxic, cytostatic and cell-cycle perturbing activities of the test agents can be recognized.